Abstract
Introduction
With increasing the desire to minimize constructional costs of the structures and reducing the amount of material usage, optimal design of structures is gaining much attention. This paper addresses the optimal design of truss structures with natural frequency constraints, which has important applications in the dynamic response analyses.
In fact, in most of the low frequency vibration problems, the response of the structure to dynamic excitation is primarily a function of its fundamental frequency and mode shapes [1] . In some cases, a certain excitation frequency may cause resonance phenomenon. In such cases, the ability to manipulate the selected frequency can significantly improve the performance of the structure. Thus, the control of natural frequencies of the structure plays an important role to keep the structural behavior desirable.
Structural optimization with multiply frequency constraints is a highly nonlinear problem with respect to the design variables associated by non-convex solution space and multiple local minima which makes finding the global optimum a challenging problem. The main objective of this optimization is to minimize the weight of a structure, while satisfying the natural frequency constraints.
Over the past decades, many optimization algorithms have been developed for structural optimization problems with frequency constraints. The early works on the topics mostly use various classical techniques, such as Mathematical Programming (MP) and Optimality criteria (OC) methods, to size optimization of truss structures with frequency constraints. For example, Grandhi and Venkaya [2] used an optimality criterion method based on uniform Lagrangian density for resizing and a scaling procedure to locate the constraint boundary. Sedaghati et al. [3] employed the integrated force method to sizing both truss and beam structures under single and multiply frequency constraints.
On the other hand, the structure response is much more sensitive with respect to joint positions variation, and more effective designs can be generated by optimizing both shape and size parameters [4] . However, the complexity of the optimization problem is increases by simultaneous consideration of size and shape variables. This complexity arises from different physical representation of these variables and, sometimes their changes are of widely different orders of magnitude. During the last two decades a number of researches have utilized classical optimization techniques. For instance, Wang et al. [5] proposed an optimality criteria algorithm for combined sizing-layout optimization of three-dimensional truss structure. In this method, the sensitivity analysis helps to determine the search direction and the optimal solution is achieved gradually from an infeasible starting point with a minimum weight increment, and the structural weight is indirectly minimized.
Generally, the above-mentioned classical optimization techniques have several drawbacks, such as computational complexity, dependence on good starting point and premature convergence. As an alternative to the classical optimization approaches, meta-heuristic optimization techniques have been widely utilized and improved to solve engineering optimization problems characterized by non-convex, dis-continuous and non-differentiable. Meta-heuristic algorithms, such as Genetic Algorithm [6] , Particle Swarm Optimizer [7] , Charged System Search [8] and Big Bang-Big Crunch [9] algorithm are developed by the simulation of the natural processes trying to solve complex optimization problems in a stochastic manner, where other optimization methods have failed to be effective.
Genetic Algorithm (GA) developed by Goldberg [6] , inspired from human evolution principles, such as inheritance, mutation, selection, and crossover. Lingyun et al. [10] introduced hybrid Niche Hybrid Genetic Algorithm (NHGA) to shape and size optimization of truss structures with frequency constraints. In this method, the exploitation capacities of GA are enhanced while the diversity of population is maintained. In addition, the simplex search is used as a local search operator.
Particle Swarm Optimizer (PSO) originally developed by Kennedy and Eberhart [7] is inspired by social behavior of bird flocking or fish schooling. Gomes [11] utilized standard PSO to optimization of truss structures with dynamic constraints. Recently, Kaveh and Zolghadr [12] introduced democratic particle swarm optimization (DPSO) to mass minimization of trusses with frequency constraints. In this method, the exploration capability of standard PSO is improved by using the information produced by all of the eligible members of the swarm. As the name suggests, in the DPSO algorithm all of the better particles and some of the worse particles affect the new position of the particle under consideration.
Kaveh and Zolghadr [13] proposed a hybridized Charged System Search and Big Bang-Big Crunch algorithm (CSS-BBBC) with trap recognition capability for weight optimization of trusses on layout and size. This hybrid algorithm, improved the diversification properties of the standard CSS and uses BB-BC algorithm to maintain an extra disturbance and to help the agents to leave the trap. Charged System Search (CSS) algorithm developed by Kaveh and Talatahari [8] is one of the most recent optimization algorithms. The method utilizes the governing Coulomb law from electrostatics and the Newtonian laws of mechanics to simulate the charged particles, which can affect each other based on their fitness values and their separation distances [8] . In addition, the Big Bang-Big Crunch (BB-BC) algorithm was developed by Erol and Eksin [9] . It is based on the theory of the evolution of the universe; namely, the Big Bang and Big Crunch theory. The BB-BC consists of two phase: Bigbang phase and Big-crunch phase. In the Big Bang phase, energy dissipation produces disorder and randomness is the main feature of this phase; whereas, in the Big Crunch phase, randomly distributed particles are drawn into an order [9] .
Recently, a new population-based meta-heuristic algorithm based on the biogeography theory, namely Biogeography-Based Optimization (BBO), is introduced by Simon [14] . The biogeography theory, describes the geographical distribution of biological organisms. The framework of BBO inspired from mathematical models of biogeography which is developed by MacArthur and Wilson [15] . These mathematical models state that how species migrate between the islands (habitats) [14] . BBO is a successful heuristic search technique that has been successfully applied to global optimization of numerical functions [16, 17] and were used to solve numerous real-world optimization problems [14, 18, 19] . However, despite having a good exploitation ability, the standard BBO has the problem of premature convergence The main reason of poor exploration ability of standard BBO arises from it is migration operator. In the consecutive generations, the poor solutions are probabilistically updated by the migration operator, which shares the information of good solutions. After several generations, the current solutions finally converge to the same local optimum and the migration operator shares similar information among solutions. Although this similar information sharing leads to good exploitation capability, but it considerably decreases the exploration ability of BBO. In addition, the simple stochastic mutation operator of BBO may lead to revisiting non-productive regions of the search space.
As a kind of characteristic of non-linear systems, chaos is a bounded unstable dynamic behavior that exhibits sensitive dependence on initial conditions and includes infinite unstable periodic motions [2] . Chaos is a deterministic process with stochastic appearance exhibited by a deterministic nonlinear system. Due to the non-repetition of chaos, it can carry out overall searches at higher speeds than stochastic ergodic searches that depend on probabilities [21] . Chaotic sequences are very sensitive to the initial conditions and two quite different sequences can be generated by the two very close initial parameters. Recently, many researchers have used the idea of employing chaotic sequences during the optimization process of metaheuristics instead of random sequences, such as chaotic particle swarm optimization (CPSO) [22, 23] , chaotic differential evolution (CDE) [24] and chaotic harmony search (CHS) [25] . The choice of chaotic sequences is justified theoretically by their unpredictability, i.e., by their spread-spectrum characteristic and ergodic properties [25] .
In the present study, the BBO is combined with the chaos theory to obtain a new optimization method called the Chaotic Biogeography-Based Optimization (CBBO) to size and shape optimization of truss structures with frequency constraints. In order to accelerate the convergence speed, two operators based on Chaos theory are developed, namely chaotic migration and mutation operators. The proposed migration operator employs logistic map function and a selection strategy for efficient information sharing between the habitats. Through this migration scheme, the exploration ability of the algorithm is increased and CBBO can quickly and accurately find an near-optimum solution. In addition, based on the ergodicity, symmetry and stochastic property of the improved logistic map function, we develop new mutation operator to increase the population diversity. A set of five well-known design examples are considered to validate the efficiency of the proposed method. The simulation results validate the superiority of the new method in obtaining optimal designs as compared with other methods.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a mathematical description of the optimum design problem. In Section 3 the simple BBO and chaotic sequences are briefly described and then the proposed CBBO algorithm are presented and explained in detail. Five optimal design examples illustrating the efficiency of the proposed algorithm are covered in the Section 4. Finally, conclusions are presented in Section 5 2 Mathematical description of the optimum design problem The main aim of layout and size optimization of a truss structure is to minimize the weight of the structure while satisfying some constraints on natural frequencies. In this class of optimization problems, cross-sectional areas and nodal coordinates are taken as design variables. The optimal design of a truss structure can be formulated as:
Subjected to:
Where X is the vector containing the design variables, including both nodal coordinates and cross-sectional areas; n is the number of design variables; W(X) is the weight of the structure; m is the number of members making up the structure; ρ i is the density of member i; A i is the cross-sectional area of the member i; L i is the length of the member i; g (X) and h (X) are the constraint violations for natural frequencies of the structure; ω j and ω * j are the jth natural frequency of the structure and corresponding lower limit, respectively; ω k is the kth natural frequency of the structure and ω * k is its upper bound; x min i and x max i are the lower and upper bounds of the ith design variable, respectively.
Optimal design of truss structure should satisfy the above mentioned constraints. In this study, the constraints are handled by using a simple penalty function method, which can guide the unfeasible candidate solutions to move to the feasible regions of search space. Thus we define the fitness function for each solution candidates. The fitness function of solution candidate X is defined as follow:
Where f penalty , is the penalty function represented by individual X, q is the number of constraint violation and ϕ is the penalty factor which is related to the violation of constraints. In order to obtain the values of ϕ i the natural frequencies of the structure are compared to the corresponding upper or lower bounds. For example for jth frequency constraint, the penalty factor is calculated as follow:
As it can be seen from Eq. (2), if the constraints are not violated, the value of the penalty function will be zero. In Eq. (3), the parameters ε 1 and ε 2 are selected considering the exploration and the exploitation rate of the search space. In this study ε 1 is taken as unity and ε 2 starts from 2 and gradually increases. The value of ε 2 for tth iteration is calculated as follow:
3 Optimization method 3.1 Biogeography-based optimization (BBO) BBO is a simple and efficient optimization algorithm originally proposed and shown effective for finding global optima for some optimization problems by Simon [14] . In fact, BBO is a population-based meta-heuristic algorithm motivated by migration behavior of species between the habitats, in which each habitat is a solution candidate for the optimization problem. In BBO, the position of each habitat H in an n-dimensional search space is represented by suitability index variables (SIVs), which is an n-dimensional vector The fitness value of each habitat is demonstrated by Habitat Suitability Index (HSI).
Habitats with a high HSI tend to have a large number of species, while those with a low HSI have a small number of species [14] . The two main operators of this algorithm are Migration and Mutation operators In the BBO approach, the emigration and immigration process is done by migration operator between good and poor habitats to share information about the appropriate habitats which are possible solutions for optimization problem. This information sharing depends on the immigration rate λ and emigration rate µ of each habitat, which are functions of the number of species in the habitat. These can be calculated by Eq. (6) and Eq. (7), as follows [14] :
Where I is the maximum possible immigration rate; E is the maximum possible emigration rate; K is the number of species of the kth habitat and S max is the maximum number of species. Fig. 1 illustrates a linear migration model for the case of E = I. As it can be seen from Fig. 1 , the habitat which has few species (poor solution, low HSI) like S 1 has a low emigration rate and a high immigration rate. This means that, the habitat with low HSI have a greater chance to take information about the good habitats. On the other hand, the habitat which has more species (good solution, high HSI) like S 2 has a low immigration rate and a high emigration rate. In this way, the habitat with high HSI tends to share its good information among the habitats. In addition, the habitat with medium HSI, like point S 0 , both immigration and emigration rates are equal, in which the probability of taking or giving information from or to other habitats is equal. The point S 0 is the equilibrium number of species. The migration operator can be described as follow:
Where H i and H j are the immigrating and emigrating habitats, respectively. These habitats, is the probabilistically selected habitats based on the immigration and emigration rates. Fig. 2 depicts the migration producer of BBO algorithm.
After migration operator, BBO utilizes the mutation operator to increase the population diversity. The mutation operator is a probabilistic operator that modifies a habitat's SIV randomly based on mutation rate pMutate that is related to the habitat probability. The mutation rate pMutate is calculated as follows:
Where m max is a user-defined parameter and P max = max{P i }. The complete details for the calculation of P max and P i can be found in [14] . According Eq. (9), each habitat has a different chance to mutate, but in this paper the same mutation probability are considered for all habitats. The mutation operator of BBO algorithm can be described as Fig. 3 .
Another feature of BBO is that some habitats with high HSI (elites) selected by the parameter of KeepRate to keep elites from one generation to the next. It means that, the new habitats of current iteration combined with some elites from prior iteration. After combining habitats, habitats with high HSI are selected to the formation of new population. In this study, the value of parameter KeepRate is set to 0.1 for all numerical examples. For example, when the number of habitats is 50, five habitats with high HSI are selected to keep.
Chaotic sequence
Chaos is a deterministic process with stochastic appearance exhibited by a deterministic nonlinear system in which small changes in the parameters or the starting values for the data lead to different future behaviors, such as stable fixed points, periodic oscillations, bifurcations, and ergodicity [26] . Recently, chaotic sequences are used in place of random sequences during the optimization process. There are various one-dimensional chaotic maps to generate chaotic sequences such as Logistic map, Kent map, Bernoulli shift map, Sine map and Circle map. Logistic map is one of the most used chaotic maps in literature. It has been brought to the attention of researchers by May [27] which often cited as an example of how complex behavior can arise from simple dynamic systems. The simple Logistic chaotic map is described as follows:
Where β is the control parameter, y t is a chaotic variable in iteration t It can be mathematically prove that the system with initial condition y 0 (0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75), is entirely in chaotic status when β = 4 Fig. 4 shows the ergodic property and the probability distribution of the Logistic map function considering the initial value of y 0 = 0.35 and 3000 iterations. By setting y t = (z t + 1) / 2 in Eq. (8), the improved chaotic logistic map with symmetrical region (−1, 1) is expressed as Eq. (9) [28]:
Fig . 5 shows the ergodic property and the probability distribution of the improved logistic map function considering the initial value of z 0 = 0.35 and 3000 iterations.
Chaotic biogeography-based optimization (CBBO)
As mentioned before, the basic BBO, which has been widely used to solve various scientific and engineering optimization problems, employs simple migration and mutation operators. However, such simple operators may lead to some disadvantages such as a low exploration ability and premature convergence. In Eq. (8), the immigrating habitat updated by simply replacing one of the SIV of emigrating habitat randomly, which often implies a rapid loss of diversity in the population. On the other hand, the purely random mutation operator of BBO may lead to revisiting non-productive regions of the search space which lead to long computing time. To cope with these disadvantages of BBO, A Chaotic Biogeography-Based optimization (CBBO) based on new chaotic migration and mutation operators is proposed During the information sharing process of the migration operator, some habitats may be trapped into local optimum and it is necessary to exchange the solution space information among the whole population, efficiently Thus, the migration operator should provide a variety of information about the population between the habitats. In order to get a better performance including the better solution and convergence speed, the new logistic map based migration operator is described as follows:
Where H i is the immigrating habitat, H j and H l are the emigrating habitats, c 1 and c 2 are two positive constants which adjust the influence degree of two selected emigrating habitats and y t is the chaotic variable between (0, 1) generated by Eq. (10) It is important to note that, y (1) t and y (2) t are two different chaotic sequences with different initial value (y 0 ) generated by Eq. (10). The initial values for chaotic sequences are randomly selected between 0 and 1, except points (0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75) Here the two emigrating habitats H j and H l are selected probabilistically based on emigration rates At each iteration cycle, the kth variable of position of habitats is updated by Eq. (12) . Note that, whenever the updated position of a habitat goes beyond its lower or upper bound, the habitat will take the value of its corresponding lower or upper bound.
The proposed migration operator appears to be more useful because it takes into consideration two different habitats. As mentioned before, the emigrating habitats are randomly selected based on their emigrating rates, and the emigration rates are directly proportional to the HSI values (fitness values). In fact, according to Eq. (12), all of the better and worse habitats affect the new position of the habitat under consideration, but the habitats with high HSI have a high chance to affect the new position. This migration scheme can improve the exploration ability of the algorithm and alleviate premature convergence.
After migration operator, each variable of a habitat is mutated according to the mutation probability (pMutation). As mentioned before, standard BBO uses a purely random generation to mutate habitats, which leads to revisiting non-productive regions of the search space and often exhibit unacceptably slow convergence rate. In order to reduce the effects of purely random mutation and to prevent the local trapping of the algorithm, the new improved logistic map based mutation operator for kth variable of ith habitat is described as follow:
Where z t is the chaotic variable between (-1, 1) generated by Eq. (11), α is the user defined parameter, H max (k) showing the upper bound and H min (k) indicating the lower bound for variable k.
It seems that the values of low mutation probabilities (pMutation) is appropriate values and high values of this parameter may not be suitable. This parameter is usually set as too small to get good results. In this study, the value of mutation probability (pMutation) is considered as 0.1 for all experiments.
The value of α controls search length of the mutation operator. A small length may be inefficient in exploring different regions of the search space and therefore unsuccessful at improving the search quality. On the other hand, with a longer length, the mutation operator may cause revisiting non-productive regions unnecessarily.
In order to better explain the algorithm, the detailed steps of CBBO can be summarized as below:
Step 1: define the optimization problem, set the initial values for chaotic sequences (z 0 and y 0 ) and initialize the CBBO parameters:
• pMutation: the mutation probability;
• KeepRate: parameter to keep elites from prior iteration to the next;
• N H : the number of habitats (population size);
• c 1 and c 2 : the parameters of migration operator;
• α: the parameter of mutation operator;
As it mentioned previously, the value of parameters pMutation and KeepRate are set to 0.1 in all design examples So, in CBBO algorithm, N H c 1 , c 2 and α are the internal parameters that should be controlled.
Step 2: Initialize habitats with randomly generated N H habitats and evaluate fitness (HSI) for each habitat.
Step 3: For each individual, map the HSI to the number of species and calculate the immigration rate λ and the emigration rate µ for each habitat.
Step 4: Update the position of each habitat by the migration and mutation operators and evaluate them.
Step 5: Combine the elites from previous iteration with new habitats and select N H habitats with high HSI among them.
Step 6: Repeat from Steps 3 to 6 till the termination criterion is met.
For other algorithms and comparative studies the interested reader may refer to [31] [32] [33] .
Design examples
In this section, five design examples are studied to assess the performance of the CBBO approach for the optimization of truss structures with natural frequency constraints: 10-bar planar truss, the simply supported 37-bar planar truss, 52-bar space truss, 120-bar dome truss and 200-bar planar truss. Examples 1, 4 and 5 focus on optimal design of truss structures considering only size variables, while examples 2 and 3 discuss the weight minimization of truss structures considering both size and shape variables together. The performance of the CBBO may depend on some internal parameters such as number of habitats N H , constant parameters c 1 , c 2 and α In each design example, sensitivity analysis was performed for internal parameters of the CBBO algorithm to investigate how the CBBO is affected by these parameters and the best combination of them obtained. The sensitivity analyses are carried out on the CBBO From Tab. 2, in Case 1 , it can be concluded that CBBO gives lightest design as compared to the results obtained by Grandhi and Venkayya [2] , Sedaghati and et al. [3] , Wang et al. [5] and Lingyun et al. [10] , but slightly heavier design than DPSO [12] method. Also it is clear that the values of mean weight and standard deviation for CBBO are relatively less than other methods.
In Case 2, the results obtained by the standard BBO and
Per. Pol. Civil Eng. CBBO are compared with those reported in the literature like PSO [11] , CSS, Enhanced CSS and CSS-BBBC [13] . It is observed from Tab. 2 that the CBBO significantly outperforms other methods in terms of the values of best, mean and standard deviation of structural weight. In addition, the mean weight obtained by CBBO is also lighter than the best weights presented by other methods, which shows its accomplishment in reaching the near-optimal design. Moreover, it should be noted that Kaveh and Zolghadr [12] obtained a weight of 524.70 kg for Case 2 which is heavier than the weight obtained by CBBO. The natural frequencies evaluated at the optimum designs for each case are given in Tab. 3. In addition, the convergence behaviors of the best solution and the average of 20 independent runs for each case are shown in Fig. 7 . It is clear from Fig. 7 that the CBBO converges to the near-optimum solution after 80 iterations without any abrupt oscillations, while standard BBO method converges to local solution as a result of suffering from the shortcoming of premature convergence The CBBO reached the best result in iterations 120 and 113 for Case 1 and Case 2, respectively.
Example 2. A simply supported 37-bar planar truss
The second design example deals with the size and shape optimization of a simply supported 37-bar planar truss shown in Fig. 8 . The Young's modulus and material density of truss members are 2.1 × 10 11 N/m 2 and 7800 kg/m 3 , respectively. As seen in Fig. 8 , a non-structural mass of 10 kg are attached for all free nodes. The constant rectangular cross-sectional areas of 4 × 10 −3 m 2 are specified for all members of the lower chord and the cross-sectional areas of other members are considered as design variables. In addition, the y-coordinate of upper nodes are taken as layout variables considering symmetry and their vertical position must not exceed ±1.5 m Thus, the optimization problem includes 19 design variables (5 for shape variables and 14 for size variables). Furthermore, the structure is subject to the first three frequency constraints as:
The results of the sensitivity analysis carried out to find the best combination of parameters for CBBO are reported in Tab. 4. Once again, it can be seen from Tab. 4 that the minimum structural weight is obtained for N H = 30, c 1 = 1c 2 = 1 and α = 0.05
In Tab. 5, the results obtained by the CBBO and BBO are compared with those reported in the literature like NHGA [10] , PSO [11] , CSS, enhanced CSS [29] and DPSO [12] . From this table, it can be observed that CBBO significantly outperforms other methods in terms of the values of best, mean and standard deviation, which shows its stability in reaching the optimal weight of the structure during 20 independent runs. It is evident from Tab. 5 that the structural weight and standard deviation of 20 independent runs for the CBBO are 360.29 kg and 0.67 kg, respectively, which are much less than the other optimization algorithms. Also, the natural frequencies obtained at the optimum designs are presented in Tab. 6. Fig. 9 compares the optimized layout with the initial configuration of the structure.
The convergence diagrams of the best solution and the average of 20 independent runs are presented in Fig. 10 . As seen, the convergence rates of the best run and the average of 20 independent runs are close together which represents smaller value of the standard deviation.
Example 3. A 52-bar space truss A 52-bar space truss shown in Fig. 11 is the third design example. The Young's modulus and material density of truss members are 2.1 × 10 11 kg/m 2 and 7800 kg/m 3 , respectively. A non-structural mass of 50 kg are attached for all free nodes. As seen in Tab. 7, the elements of the structure are categorized in 8 groups with respect to symmetry. The coordinates of all free nodes are taken as design variables considering symmetry and their position movements must not exceed ±2 m in x and z directions. The lower and upper bounds for the cross-sectional areas are specified as 1 cm 2 and 10 cm 2 , respectively. Therefore, the optimization problem includes 13 design variables (5 shape variables and 8 size variables). Furthermore, the structure is subject to the first two frequency constraints as: ω 1 ≤15.916 Hz, ω 2 ≥28.648 Hz. Again, Tab. 8 presents the results of the sensitivity analysis carried out to find the best combination of parameters for CBBO. The best optimal structural weight is obtained for N H = 40, c 1 = 2, c 2 = 1 and α = 0.05.
The optimal nodal coordinates and cross-sectional areas obtained by the CBBO, BBO and the other optimization methods recently published in literature are reported in Tab. 9. It is quite evident that CBBO gives the lightest design than all other techniques in the literature based on Tab. 9. From Tab. 9, it can be concluded that CBBO gives small mean weight as compared to CSS [29] , Enhanced CSS [29], CSS-BBBC [13] PSO [11] , NHGA [10] and Lin et al. [34] , but slight large mean weight when compared with the DPSO [12] method. However, it should be noted that the CBBO produces much smaller overall standard deviation than all other methods. Also, the natural frequencies obtained at the optimum designs are presented in Tab. 10.
Tab. 11 compares the optimized shape with the initial layout of the structure. In addition, the convergence characteristics of the CBBO and BBO are shown in Tab. 12.
Example 4. A 120-bar dome truss
The fourth design example is the size optimization of a 120-bar dome truss shown in Fig. 14. The members of the structure are divided into 7 groups using symmetry as shown in Fig. 14 . The minimum and maximum cross-sectional area for each group of members is 1 cm 2 and 129.3 cm 2 , respectively.
The Young's modulus and material density of truss members are 2.1 × 10 11 kg/m 2 and 7971.810 kg/m 3 , respectively. Nonstructural masses are attached to all free nodes as follows: 3000 kg at node one, 500 kg at nodes 2 through 13 kg and 100 kg at the rest of the nodes. Furthermore, the structure is subject to the first two frequency constraints as: ω 1 ≥9 Hz, ω 2 ≥11 Hz.
Tab. 3. Natural frequencies (Hz) evaluated at the optimized designs for the 10-bar planar truss. Per. Pol. Civil Eng.
Tab. 4.
Results of sensitivity analysis for best combination of the parameters of CBBO for the 37-bar planar truss problem. Tab. 7. Element grouping adopted in the 52-bar space truss problem. Per. Pol. Civil Eng.
Tab. 9. Optimized designs obtained for the 52-bar space truss problem ; optimal nodal coordinates and cross-sectional areas. Once again, the results of the sensitivity analysis carried out to find the best combination of parameters for CBBO are reported in Tab. 13. In this design example, it can be seen from Tab. 13 that the lowest structural weight is obtained for N H = 40, c 1 = 1c 2 = 1 and α = 0.05
The optimization results obtained by the standard BBO and CBBO are presented in Tab. 11 and are compared with those of the CSS [15] , CSS-BBBC [15] , PSO [13] and DPSO [13] approaches. It is quite evident that CBBO significantly outperforms other algorithms in terms of minimum weight, mean and standard deviation. On the other hand, the mean gained by the CBBO is also better than the best weights obtained by other methods as provided in Tab. 11. It means that the CBBO algorithm obtained better design and lightest weight in all 20 independent runs. In addition, the natural frequencies obtained at the optimum designs are presented in Tab. 12.
The convergence behaviors of the best solution and the average of 20 independent runs are presented in Fig. 15 . As it can be seen from Fig. 15 that the best result is obtained after 120 iterations and it is clear that the performance of the proposed algorithm confirms the validity of the developed approach.
Example 5. A 200-bar planar truss
The last design example is the size optimization of a 200-bar planar truss shown in Fig. 16 . The Young's modulus is 2.1 × 10 11 kg/m 2 and the material density of truss members is 7860 kg/m 3 The minimum permitted cross-sectional area for the truss members is taken as 0.1 cm 2 A non-structural mass of 100 kg are attached for all free nodes. Furthermore, the structure is subject to the first three frequency constraints as: ω 1 ≥5 Hz, ω 2 ≥10 Hz, ω 3 ≥15 Hz. The members of the structure are divided into 29 groups as shown in Tab. 14. Hence, the optimization problem includes 19 design variables and it is relatively high dimensional optimization problem. Kaveh and Zolghadr [12] used this design example to size optimization with frequency constraints. Another sensitivity analysis is carried out to find the best combination of internal parameters of the CBBO. In this design example, six cases of parameter settings are considered with the number of fifty habitats (N H = 50), due to high dimensionality of the optimization problem. From Tab. 15 it can be observed that the lightest structural weight for this structure is obtained by N H = 50, c 1 = 1, c 2 = 1 and α = 0.05 Tab. 16 summarizes the optimal results obtained by both the standard BBO and CBBO algorithms. The results are compared with those CSS [12] and CSS-BBBC [12] approaches. Once again, it is evident that CBBO yields lighter structural weight than CSS [12] and CSS-BBBC [12] . The weight obtained by CBBO is 35.65 kg lighter than the weight found by CSS-BBBC [12] , which is relatively considerable.
The natural frequencies evaluated at optimum designs are given in Tab. 17.
In Fig. 17 , the convergence behaviors of the average of 20 independent runs and the best run for CBBO are compared with original BBO. Once again, it can be seen that CBBO can improve the performance of the original BBO and obtain the lightest weight.
Tab. 13 . Results of sensitivity analysis carried out to find the best combination of the parameters of CBBO for the 120-bar dome truss problem. Per. Pol. Civil Eng.
Concluding remarks
This paper introduces a new optimization algorithm for size and shape optimization of truss structures with natural frequency constraints called the CBBO, which combines the biogeography-based optimization and the Chaos theory. In this approach, the new chaotic migration and mutation operators are proposed to enhance the performance of standard BBO algorithm. Both such migration and the mutation operators can help to keep the diversity of whole population on a higher level to avoid habitat's trapping into local optima.
The performance of the proposed algorithm is evaluated using a set of five well-known truss design examples. In each design example, sensitivity analysis was performed for internal parameters (N H , c 1 , c 2 and α) of the CBBO algorithm to investigate how the CBBO is affected by these parameters and the best combination of them obtained. The results of the sensitivity analysis demonstrate that, for most design examples, the lowest structural weight is obtained for c 1 = 1, c 2 = 1 and α = 0.05.
The numerical results show the efficiency and capabilities of the CBBO in finding the lightest structural weight For all design examples, the structural weights obtained by CBBO are relatively lighter weights than those previously reported in the literature (except for Case 1 of first design example). Moreover, it is demonstrated that the standard deviation of optimized weights obtained by the proposed algorithm is less than other methods. It means that CBBO can provide higher quality and more robust designs.
